Developing vaccines for neglected and emerging infectious diseases

Successful development of covid-19 vaccines can provide a blueprint
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The rapid development of safe, high efficacy covid-19 vaccines in under a year is one of the greatest scientific achievements in recent history. It has sparked optimism that a vaccine revolution is underway. The success of the covid-19 vaccine enterprise may be transferable to emerging infections and some neglected diseases such as tuberculosis (TB) if the protective antigens are known.1

Covid-19 vaccine development has been a spectacular validation of next generation vaccine platforms.2 Most vaccines for other diseases were developed using established platforms such as whole inactivated virus (polio vaccine) or live attenuated virus (yellow fever vaccine). By contrast, the covid-19 vaccines with the fastest timelines to phase III efficacy results have used new technologies “best suited for speed”3—mRNA and viral vectors. Decades of research went into creating these novel platforms. A recombinant protein approach has also been remarkably fast.4

Even before the covid-19 pandemic, vaccine companies had started exploring the use of these new technologies for other diseases. Companies are now developing covid-19 mRNA vaccines that help overcome delivery challenges by being thermostable, single dose, or delivered nasally—features that could be valuable in vaccines for other diseases. And since the same production facility can be used to make RNA for different diseases, this should simplify manufacturing. Nevertheless, the chances of success against diseases such as HIV, malaria, and TB are unclear, partly because of the ways in which these pathogens can foil the immune system.

Sixty four covid-19 vaccine candidates are currently in clinical trials and 173 in preclinical development,5 a pace of activity made possible by unprecedented financing from an array of funders, including at least $10bn (£7bn; €8bn) from the US government.6 These huge sums meant that the financial risk was spread among funders. It also meant that preclinical studies, phase I-III trials, and manufacturing of candidates before their approval (“at risk” manufacturing) could happen simultaneously rather than sequentially, accelerating the process and averting delays between development and production.7

Cynics would say that rich nations paid up only because of the economic devastation they experienced from covid-19. But having witnessed what is technologically possible with serious financing, research funders may now be motivated to increase funding for developing vaccines against neglected and emerging infections, including funding for at-risk manufacturing. Evidence of generous returns on investments in such development also bolsters the case.8

A relatively modest increase in funding could reap large rewards for global health. One modelling study found that even an additional $8bn in annual funding for development of vaccines for neglected diseases could greatly increase the odds of launching vaccines against malaria, hepatitis C, and diarrhoeal diseases.9

Covid-19 vaccine efforts also benefited from innovations in the governance of vaccine development, such as the 2017 launch of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), a public-private partnership that funds epidemic vaccine development.10 CEPI rapidly pivoted to covid-19 when the pandemic hit. Such new forms of governance should now be replicated in the broader vaccine development landscape. In particular, a new mechanism is urgently needed to aggregate public, philanthropic, and private financing for phase III trials of vaccines against neglected diseases, the costliest phase of development with the lowest chance of success.11

Finally, important lessons must be learnt from the successes and failures in supplying covid-19 vaccines globally. Making a vaccine in the laboratory is only the first step: a pathway is also needed to link successful phase III trials with large scale globalised manufacturing, distribution, storage, and delivery. And as we have seen from global covid-19 “vaccine apartheid,”12 we need to develop allocation systems that are based not just on public health need but on principles of equity and justice.
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